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The 2016 International Cooking Summit ChefAlps in retrospect 

Chefs de cuisine with cult status provided inspiration – the Who’s Who of the gastronomic scene 

met in Zurich 
 

Yesterday and today, at the 5th International Cooking Summit ChefAlps, 1,300 visitors in all enjoyed the fascinating 

stage shows by nine international top chefs who have reached cult status at a young age because of their cooking 

artistry. They inspired a big family gathering of the gastronomy scene. 

 

The fifth anniversary of ChefAlps, yesterday and today, topped all the previous events and proved that the 

International Cooking Summit in Zurich has become the most important Swiss cooking event, with an international 

participation. Once again, professionals, up-and-coming talents, hobby cooks, journalists and food bloggers benefited 

from the unique combination of stage shows and exhibitions as well as the many get-together occasions, discovering 

new facts about the gastronomic scene and exceptional products related to gourmet cuisine, fostering friendships and 

establishing new contacts – but, above all, being inspired by the master chefs on stage.   

 

The organisers of ChefAlps, Adriano Pirola and Reto Mathis, did a good job in selecting the nine high-contrast 

protagonists, who have achieved cult status with their art of cookery at a young age. The master chefs Jordi Roca and 

Fina Puigdevall from Spain, Vladimir Mukhin from Russia, Silvio Nickol from Austria, Gert De Mangeleer from 

Belgium, Tohru Nakamura from Germany, Jakob Mielcke from Denmark, Niko Romito from Italy and Frank 

Giovannini from Switzerland, demonstrated, step by step, the preparation of some of their typical dishes and 

presented their corresponding philosophies. 

 

The highlights of their cookery shows from the viewpoint of the two insiders and freelance authors David Schnapp 

(dasfilet.ch) and Claudio Del Principe (anonymekoeche.net) are described here (in German): 

the cookery shows from Sunday, 22nd May, and Monday, 23rd May.  

The culinary variety on show, together with insights into entirely different cultural restaurant concepts and guests’ 

ideas, provided excellent inspiration for applications in the home kitchen. Master chef Tanja Grandits from the 

restaurant Stucki in Basel (2 Michelin stars, 18 GaultMillau points) was enthusiastic: ‘To me ChefAlps is a huge 

inspiration and a magnificent place to meet friends and colleagues. As I have been on the stage myself, I watch 

everybody with great respect’.  

 

Andreas Caminada presented for the first time a newly initiated foundation for up-and-coming talents 

The Swiss master chef Andreas Caminada showed that passion, fascination and stimulation develop continuously and 

actually never cease for a master chef. At ChefAlps, he presented for the first time his newly initiated foundation 

‘Fundaziun Uccelin’ (Rhaeto-Romanic for ‘Little bird’). It is meant to support up-and-coming cookery and service staff 

talents, ‘and thus lead the stunning gastronomy trade towards the future’, said Andreas Caminada, ChefAlps 

ambassador from the beginning (more information: www.uccelin.com). 

 

Star chefs close enough to touch, get-togethers, and products for the gourmet kitchen in the market hall 

There were many topics of conversation among the star chefs, who mingled with the audience after the shows and 

obviously enjoyed the many chances to make personal contact. The encounters in the auditorium with the master 

chefs Heinz Reitbauer and Thomas Dorfer from Austria were also highly appreciated. They have also stood behind 

ChefAlps from the very start.  

 

https://www.dasfilet.ch/die-rechnung-bitte/chefalps-2016-das-protokoll-des-sonntags
http://www.anonymekoeche.net/?p=6766
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Furthermore, during the intervals between the stage shows, and on Sunday evening during the get-together party, the 

so-called market hall and the gallery in the event hall StageOne were very popular with guests since they could 

discover the market stands of more than 30 innovative suppliers and enterprises.  

 

Here, it was possible to extensively taste elegant wines, beers and mineral waters as well as exquisite champagnes 

and caviar or the finest ingredients, pastries and chocolate. In addition, there was the possibility of finding out about 

the latest trends concerning professional clothing, tableware, kitchen devices and facilities, as well as viewing the 

trade press and selected cookery books. For the first time, the Swiss Culinary Union was represented with a stand. 

Under the direction of team chef Mario Garcia, the Swiss national cookery team presented themselves here to the 

audience. Currently, they are preparing themselves intensely for the culinary Olympics that will take place in October. 

 

The ChefAlps organisers can look back on a gratifying result after this anniversary edition: in all, during the last five 

years, nearly 7,000 visitors have been welcomed to the International Cooking Summit in the event hall StageOne. The 

date of the next event in the coming year should already be underlined in red in your diary:  

The 6th International Cooking Summit ChefAlps will take place in Zurich on 21st and 22nd May 2017. 

 

Current news can be found at www.chef-alps.com and on Facebook. 

 

Partners and exhibitors at the 2016 ChefAlps  

3-star partners 
G. Bianchi SA • Electrolux Professional • Publishers of the magazine ‘Hôtellerie et Gastronomie’ 
 
2-star partners 
Migros Catering Services • gastro.jobs  
 
1-star partners 
Champagne Bollinger • Caratello wines • Délifrance • ECOLAB • Felchlin • KASPERSKIAN Caviar • Martel AG 
St.Gallen • Oona Caviar • Schwob AG • sknife • Visitflanders 
 
Exhibitors 
Bevanar SA • Big Green Egg • Bragard SA • Caratello wines • Champagne Bollinger • Délifrance • ECOLAB • 
Electrolux Professional • Felchlin • fusionchef by Julabo • Publishers of the magazine ‘Hôtellerie et Gastronomie’ 
• Hug AG • KASPERSKIAN Caviar • KOHL / BERGAPFELSÄFTE • Koppert Cress • LADINA • La Ibense • Martel AG 
St.Gallen • Cuttlers Guldimann • Oona Caviar • Pacojet • PILGRIM • Prorest • Rivera • rochini • Royal Caviar • 
Schwob AG • sknife • Sosa • Style by Weil • Vetrag • Visitflanders • Winery Zur Metzg 
 
Event partners 
Appenzell Beer • Chäs & Co. • Möhl • rent-a-lounge • sorbetto ice-cream! • StageOne • smARTec • VALSER 
 
Media partners 
Anonyme Köche • Best of Swiss Gastro • Das Filet • falstaff Karriere • Magazine Hôtellerie et Gastronomie • 
Restaurant News • Salz&Pfeffer • SKV publishers 

 
 
Zurich, 23rd May 2016 
 

ChefAlps media office contact: 
Claudia-Regina Flores, Agency Woehrle Pirola Marketing and Communication AG, Telephone: +41 44 245 86 94, 
e-mail: flores@woehrlepirola.ch, www.woehrlepirola.ch  
 
Event images are available for download here. 

http://www.chef-alps.com/
https://www.facebook.com/chefalps?ref=hl
mailto:flores@woehrlepirola.ch
http://www.woehrlepirola.ch/
http://www.chef-alps.com/en/media/press-photos-2016/

